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Preface

Packaging, the creation of artifacts for distribution and deployment,
is a major part of the modern DevOps-based cloud native software
development pipeline. This report targets decision makers and tech‐
nical users who use packaging in their daily workflow and need to
understand the importance of securing their software supply chain.
The report sets context around the issues of continuous integration
and continuous delivery/deployment (CI/CD) pipelines used for
developing microservices-based cloud native software as contrasted
with traditional monolithic architecture. A discussion of the chal‐
lenges of the software supply chain follows, including explanations
of a few common threats to source and build integrity. After a brief
summary of tactics for ensuring the validity of source code and
dependencies at every step of the pipeline, the report details the
benefits of continuous packaging, a strategy that improves security
through isolation, automation, and universal hosting. By assuring
the provenance, validity, and integrity of both dependencies and
build outputs, continuous packaging makes it easier to resist threats
and avoid risks throughout the CI/CD software delivery pipeline.
After reading the report, you’ll understand:
• Why software supply chain security is important
• Examples of supply chain threats and risks
• A few techniques for securing the supply chain
• What continuous packaging is and why it’s crucial to CI/CD
pipelines

vii

Read on for information that will help you learn how to identify
risks in your own supply chain, define strategies to mitigate those
risks, and implement continuous packaging techniques to help
secure your pipeline.
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Preface

Introduction

Software supply chain security is the subject of ever-increasing
focus, and rightly so. Attacks on the supply chain have grown
in number, and they are becoming an important way that threat
actors can breach organizations and gain access to valuable, sensi‐
tive data. As software teams become more aware of security threats
and internalize good habits to counter them, malicious actors have
become smarter and begun to use legitimate software distribution
and update mechanisms as their way in. More and more, software
supply chain attacks take advantage of the trust that companies
and users place in vendors, and the trust that developers invest in
the code that they use from well-known public repositories and
registries.
Modern cloud native software development depends more and
more on libraries, packages, and other code provided by third
parties. The CI/CD pipeline, which increases the effectiveness and
speed of software development pipelines, introduces complexity into
the software supply chain, from dependencies through the eventual
deployment of a cloud native application into a customer’s infra‐
structure, whether on premises or in the cloud. With this complex‐
ity comes risk, as the many moving parts of the software supply
chain offer a variety of targets for threat actors. By compromising
packages and other dependencies, it’s possible to gain entry into the
software development pipeline itself, inserting backdoors and other
malicious code for use when the application is deployed to hundreds
or thousands of customer sites.
To resist threats and mitigate risks, security must be proactive,
comprehensive, and automated. Continuous packaging is a suite of
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technologies and processes that support automated security strate‐
gies while ensuring low-latency, high-performance access to pack‐
ages across geographically distributed development teams.
A crucial component of any software supply chain security strategy
must be the verification that all packages used in or produced by
the software development process are genuine and unadulterated, a
process known as establishing provenance.
Provenance tells developers, managers, QA team members, and
other stakeholders how and why a feature, component, package, test
suite, or other artifact came to be where it is. For example, when
a manager finds that a particular section of code is involved in an
unusually large number of problems, it’s useful to know how old
the code is, which developers have worked on it, which changesets
it’s involved in, and which features or bug fixes it was intended
to implement. The goal of provenance is an unbroken chain of
traceability all the way back to the host machine where the package
was originally built.
To support provenance, continuous packaging isolates artifacts that
are known to be genuine, providing a protective layer between
the software supply chain and external packages and libraries that
could potentially be compromised. By caching packages from public
upstream repositories and other external sources, continuous pack‐
aging protects the software supply chain from issues with package
availability and license changes as well as from emerging vulnerabil‐
ities and other threats. Package isolation provides a quarantine area
to ensure that the source code only incorporates genuine, unadulter‐
ated assets.
A universal package repository manages packages across languages
and formats in one place, providing visibility, control, and manage‐
ment consistently for all packages produced or consumed by the
build process. The continuous packaging approach automates the
management of the packages, integrating it as a component of the
software development pipeline itself while ensuring a trusted single
source of truth for assets of every type. By ensuring that all packages
pass through this single checkpoint, continuous packaging controls
the ingress and egress of the entire inventory of assets so that the
entire development team can see exactly what is consumed and cre‐
ated by the software development pipeline. As an additional benefit,
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continuous packaging helps reduce redundancy and discrepancies
between package versions.
A major goal of continuous packaging is to minimize one-off and ad
hoc processes, helping maximize effectiveness and continuous flow
during the packaging step, as CI and CD do for other parts of the
software development life cycle. Continuous packaging means that
assets are always deployable, consistently built in the same way, and
ready before they are needed for delivery. This avoids just-in-time
asset construction or retrieval while providing a traceable, visible,
auditable history of every asset from internal or external source code
all the way to delivery and deployment.
This report talks in detail about security challenges and other risks
to the CI/CD software supply chain and discusses how continuous
packaging provides strategies for addressing them.

Introduction
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CHAPTER 1

DevOps and the Cloud
Native Supply Chain

Cloud native technologies and techniques make it possible to build
and host horizontally scalable applications across environments,
including public, private, and hybrid clouds. This capability pro‐
vides greater flexibility in deployment than traditional on-premises
software, enabling companies to grow organically with less friction.
The key is cloud native architecture.
Unlike traditional monolithic application codebases, modern cloud
native software development builds applications as collections of
microservices, often managed by a service mesh. The microservices
are usually hosted in containers orchestrated with a tool such as
Kubernetes. This approach modularizes development, allowing mul‐
tiple contributors and teams to continuously integrate, deliver, and
deploy changes concurrently using a DevOps-based software supply
chain.

The Importance of Package Management
A package is a logical grouping of files containing software along
with metadata about the software and its dependencies. Package
management is the process of handling the dependencies that go
into building your software, the end products you build, and other
artifacts, tools, assets, and datasets involved in the pipeline. Regard‐
less of the architecture of your software development pipeline,
package management is important. Package management involves
1

finding and managing all necessary dependencies, checking them
for vulnerabilities, removing packages that are no longer used,
building, storing packages you build from the code, and so on.
As most modern software depends on large numbers of packages
from open source and public repositories, package management has
become increasingly important and complicated.
In any software development environment, it’s important to auto‐
mate these essential, complex tasks. Automation reduces friction,
delays, and human error, resulting in higher-quality products and
laying the groundwork for other processes. A dedicated package
manager that includes a package repository helps solve these prob‐
lems, especially in the context of a fast-moving cloud native software
development pipeline.

Cloud Native Architecture
Cloud native software comprises a collection of microservices, each
of which provides a specific set of capabilities, exposing them as
an API that other services can call directly or over a messaging
bus. By talking to each other in this way, the microservices cohe‐
sively express the logic and capabilities of a single application,
while remaining modular and fungible. Any instance of a micro‐
service can be moved without interrupting application availability.
Figure 1-1 shows cloud native architecture based on microservices.

Figure 1-1. Microservice application architecture

2
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DevOps tools offer their own APIs to manage and control the
microservices, making it possible to build an automation and con‐
trol framework that helps manage the pipeline itself. APIs are
important for integrating packaging solutions and other tools, and
for ensuring security and build integrity throughout the software
supply chain.
These APIs make it possible to build a management layer for auto‐
mating CI and CD package management processes. For example,
the CI tools can call APIs to create repositories, apply tags, and
promote packages across repositories during testing. The CD tools
can use APIs to automatically manage access tokens, for example,
when delivering software to customers.
By designing an application in this way, developers can develop and
deploy changes independently using any tools or language suited to
the task, without attention to what tools other team members use for
their own development.
Microservices typically run in containers, each of which provides
a complete environment for its service (or services), including
everything the service needs to run. In this way, containers insu‐
late microservices from the environment where the application is
deployed, making it possible to run applications in a wider variety
of environments including public, private, and hybrid clouds. For
this reason, containers have become an important building block
for managing application components. A container orchestration
platform helps automate the tasks of provisioning and maintaining
containers, handles resources, and performs some of the work of
deploying and maintaining applications.
This combination of technologies make cloud native applications
easier to develop, deploy, and maintain, taking advantage of the
scalability and flexibility of the cloud while supporting infrastruc‐
ture and service beyond the capability of traditional on-premises
software.

CI/CD Development Pipeline
The CI/CD development pipeline encompasses a number of disci‐
plines and processes, bound together by the principle of continuous
movement: integrating and delivering changes independently, on
demand, with as little friction as possible. CI/CD provides constant

CI/CD Development Pipeline
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feedback from end to end, helping catch errors early and making
it possible to roll back easily if you find a vulnerability or other
problem.
Though it’s possible to employ a CI/CD pipeline in traditional
monolithic software development, it’s the cloud native development
process where CI/CD is vital. CI/CD allows the bits and pieces of a
microservices-based application to evolve and mature individually,
reducing blockers. The CI/CD pipeline involves continuous integra‐
tion, continuous delivery, and continuous deployment.

Continuous Integration
Continuous integration is a development practice based on build
automation that runs on a schedule or in response to events such
as code merges. The build process involves bringing together all
source code and its dependencies, testing that they work together,
and producing versioned artifacts such as packages and containers.
CI requires the team to write automated tests for each change and
to merge changes as often as possible. A CI server monitors the
main repository and runs the tests automatically every time the new
code is pushed. This shifts bugs left, making them easier and less
expensive to catch and fix. For the engineers, this means reduced
context switching because they learn about build breakages and
other problems before moving on to other tasks.
The output of CI is packages or containers, which are the input to
the next phase: continuous delivery.

Continuous Delivery
Continuous delivery is the automation of testing, verification, and
change management during delivery of the artifacts produced by CI.
This approach involves producing software in short cycles so that
the application can be released confidently at any time. The result
is the ability to produce incremental software updates quickly and
reliably.
Continuous delivery takes the artifacts produced by CI and tests
them in environments that are as similar as possible to production
environments. Usually, the pipeline includes a development envi‐
ronment, a test environment, and a staging environment, and often
there are additional environments as well. Each environment can
4
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impose slightly different tests, increasing the confidence that the
application will perform correctly in production. The artifacts only
pass along from one environment to the next if they pass all the
required tests. At each step, the results of testing help engineers
determine the nature of bugs and other problems so they can take
action immediately.
To make continuous delivery work properly, communication and
high-quality testing are key. The test suite determines the quality
of releases by catching bugs before they can go into production.
A testing-centric culture among all engineers is a must. Communi‐
cation means thorough, fast-paced documentation, and the use of
feature flags to make sure engineering and other departments can
coordinate with each other easily.
The result is a continuous stream of features and improvements for
customers. Because each set of changes is small, velocity can be high
with much lower risk than traditional release schedules.

Continuous Deployment
Continuous deployment is the process of automatically verifying,
approving, and distributing packages for installation in production
environments. Cloud native software typically runs as collections
of services hosted in containers on a cluster of nodes. Continuous
deployment works to distribute the services properly and quickly.
This is important especially in larger environments, where deploy‐
ing services is complex and verifying the packages becomes even
more crucial.
Continuous deployment relies on the strength of the continuous
integration and delivery phases, especially on robust and compre‐
hensive test suites that cover the codebase as completely as possi‐
ble. The use of feature flags during development is also important,
because it can help keep incomplete changes out of production.
The benefit of continuous deployment is that it automates away the
complex tasks of deploying cloud native software, making it easier
to release more often. This speeds the feedback loop with customers
and alleviates decision-making pressure for small changes.
The cloud native software supply chain relies on a number of
technologies and strategies. Microservices-based architecture makes
CI/CD software pipelines practical, decoupling the work of different

CI/CD Development Pipeline
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teams so that application development is faster and more robust.
Service meshes and container orchestration help manage complex‐
ity. Representational state transfer (RESTful) APIs throughout the
pipeline make it possible to automate important security, packaging,
testing, and development tasks consistently.
The microservices architecture that enables nimble, scalable, cloud
native applications to flourish is not without its challenges. As you’ll
see in the next chapter, this modular approach becomes complex,
relying on a growing ecosystem of dependencies. This complexity
opens attack surfaces that can be exploited by threat actors.

6
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CHAPTER 2

Software Supply Chain Challenges

The software supply chain encompasses all components and pro‐
cesses needed to deliver the end product: a deployed application.
These components and processes include your code, third-party
dependencies, scripts, tests, environment variables, IDEs, plug-ins,
source code repositories, CI/CD tools, and of course package repo‐
sitories. Like any other supply chain, the software development
pipeline consumes raw materials, applying processes and techniques
to turn them into end products. Every point in the supply chain
can be vulnerable to flaws, mistakes, or threats. Often, the majority
of an application comprises open source or proprietary libraries or
packages that are themselves the output from another supply chain.
All of these interconnected pipelines are potentially vulnerable.
Microservices, which are built and packaged separately, each have
their own dependencies. As a result, the number of raw materials
a modern software supply chain uses from different sources can be
vast. The complexity that comes from this interdependency opens
up possibilities for numerous effective attack vectors.
Protecting a software development pipeline must begin with know‐
ing the origin and provenance of the raw materials—especially the
libraries and packages that come from elsewhere. The next section
discusses a few types of risks that the modern software supply chain
must anticipate and manage.

7

Risks Due to Complexity
The supply chain is concerned with consuming, producing, and
distributing large numbers of complex components created with
different languages in different formats.
In the CI part of the supply chain, complexity arises in managing
dependencies. As software projects scale, they incorporate more
dependencies in a wider variety of package formats, leading to a
growing number of tools and differing package management tech‐
niques. Because these packages often have upstream dependencies
themselves, pulling a single component as a dependency into an
application under development can result in importing tens or hun‐
dreds of others. According to a report by Synopsys, the average
application relies on 528 open source libraries, an increase of 259%
over the last five years.
On the CD side, the difficulty comes from distributing and deploy‐
ing the many components that make up a modern application. As
an application grows and matures, it becomes more complex to
package and deploy.
Coming out of CI and going into CD, there can be a large number
of assets in a many-to-many relationship. Without the right kind of
visibility, redundancies and conflicts can emerge. Multiple versions
of the same library can be used in different parts of the code, for
example, making it difficult or impossible to track down the sources
of a vulnerability or other problem. With no central way to audit
and track all the packages coming in and going out, it’s hard to see
issues before they become serious.
Traditionally, few tools have existed to provide a central point of vis‐
ibility into packages at this point in the supply chain. To build secure
software development pipelines with a DevOps approach, you must
be able to manage, store, and deliver packages securely and effi‐
ciently across all package formats and languages, from one location.
To support security across the CI/CD development pipeline, your
package management solution must be easy to automate using APIs,
so your existing security measures can monitor and control it. You
must be able to host your packages, their dependencies, and all
metadata consistently in one place. In other words, in the modern
software development landscape, a package manager must also be
able to perform software supply chain management tasks. This kind

8
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of complexity can introduce exploitable vulnerabilities, which repre‐
sent the greatest threats to the software supply chain.

Threats
Supply chain threats can seek and exploit existing weaknesses in
software, or even use vulnerabilities in the supply chain itself to
insert engineered weaknesses into chosen software to be exploited
later. Software supply chain threats reached the public eye when
the media started covering vulnerabilities at top companies and
high-profile attacks such as the Sunburst attack on SolarWinds.
SolarWinds is an IT management tools company that helps busi‐
nesses manage their networks, systems, and infrastructure. In early
2020, threat actors found a way into the build system at SolarWinds
and managed to add malicious code into one of its products, a
performance monitoring platform called Orion. Subsequently, when
Orion customers updated their installations, the malicious code was
included in the update, giving the threat actors a backdoor they
could use to install additional malicious software, exfiltrate sensitive
data, or spy on the companies themselves.
For years, most users have learned to trust only genuine sites and
expected emails, and not to click links they’re unsure of. It is this
care that has forced threat actors to move up the software chain to
the supply side, because consumers have grown more savvy about
threats that can occur after software has been deployed. As threat
actors move higher in the chain and application development relies
more heavily on open source and other third-party components, the
threats are becoming more subtle and more numerous. Exploits of
libraries and packages that are widely used in application develop‐
ment can have massive reach, giving attackers access to thousands
of systems and networks where the applications are deployed. Thou‐
sands of new components are released every year, with the top few
used in very large numbers of applications.
This type of threat is particularly irksome, as it violates the pact
between customers and trusted software providers, because even
authorized and reliable vendors can be compromised. Because these
attacks can be difficult to detect, malware and other intrusions
often go undetected for some time before being remediated. These
attacks smuggle malware in legitimate software distribution net‐
works, making the application vendors do the threat actors’ dirty
Threats
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work for them. Worse, these code stowaways are sometimes mali‐
ciously injected into security updates themselves, ironically spread‐
ing threats through the very mechanism customers have been taught
to rely on for protection.

Types of Attacks
Nearly every point on the software supply chain is susceptible to
attack, from dependencies through deployment:
Availability
Threat actors can take down repositories that host popular
libraries and packages with distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attacks.
Dependencies
Threat actors can post malicious versions of code or libraries,
using similar names to confuse developers into using them
(dependency confusion and typosquatting).
Development tools
Using stolen credentials, threat actors can push malicious code
in place of legitimate tools used in the software development
process.
In-house code
Threat actors can find vulnerabilities in your DevOps pipeline
itself, adding malicious code to your software in development.
Deployed software
By hijacking the update process, threat actors can inject mali‐
cious code into one of the components of a cloud native appli‐
cation or software as a service (SaaS) solution.
Figure 2-1 illustrates just a few highly effective techniques that
threat actors have used to successfully attack the software supply
chain.

10
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Figure 2-1. A few types of software supply chain vulnerabilities

Dependency Confusion
Dependency confusion, also known as package namesquatting, relies
on package management software to download the malicious ver‐
sion of a package being used as a dependency. The key is to create
an external library with the same name as a private internal library
that a particular company uses in its development pipeline. There
are several ways that a package manager can end up accessing the
malicious external version of the library. For example, if the package
manager is configured to use external packages by default, it will
only use the internal version of the library if no external version
is available, meaning that it will prefer the counterfeit version of
the package. It only takes one developer with a poorly configured
system for the malicious library to gain entry to the organization.

Distributed Denial of Service
In a DDoS attack, threat actors use a distributed network of comput‐
ers to overwhelm a server or repository with so many requests that
it is unable to respond. In some cases, the server crashes. In others,
the legitimate requests are drowned out by a cacophony of spurious
traffic. The result is the same either way: the earnest requests to the
server get no response.

Threats
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Typosquatting
Typosquatting attacks rely on typing mistakes on the part of the
developer. Threat actors reserve package names similar to the names
of legitimate packages in the hope that some people will misspell
the package in predictable ways. If the mistyped name resolves to
a package that appears and acts legitimate, and the developer clicks
it, then the malicious payload is on its way to inclusion in the
codebase.

Update Hijacking
Threat actors can hijack updates to deployed packages by breaching
the network and then inserting malware into the update. In some
cases, this code is designed to give the threat actor control over the
software once the update is deployed. This type of attack is perni‐
cious, as it gives the threat actor access to hundreds or thousands of
networks or systems that install the update.
One method of hijacking an update is to undermine code signing.
Code signing uses certificates or other signing systems to validate
and verify the integrity and provenance of code. By breaking signing
systems, exploiting poorly configured access controls, or injecting
their own certificates, threat actors can insert their own code into a
software update.

Examples of Attacks
These types of threats and vulnerabilities can have serious conse‐
quences. Here are a few recent examples of high-profile attacks that
have come from vulnerabilities in code or in the software delivery
pipeline.

Codecov Breach
A breach occurs when threat actors find and exploit a vulnerability
in the organization’s infrastructure security and gain access to the
software development pipeline itself. This allows them to add mali‐
cious source code, tamper with tools, or create additional backdoors
for later access.
Codecov is a software development auditing tool that analyzes
source code to make sure there is sufficient test coverage. As part
of the suite of tools, Codecov distributes a bash script called the
12
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Codecov Bash Uploader, which lets developers send reports to
Codecov. This script was the target of the attack.
An error in a container creation process gave attackers the creden‐
tials necessary to add malicious code to the bash uploader. The
attackers’ code gathered all system environment variables and their
values and sent them to a third party. Of course, environment vari‐
ables commonly include API keys, tokens, and other credentials,
meaning that the attackers could then gain access to many systems
where developers used Codecov to audit their code test coverage.

Log4j Remote Code Execution
Log4j is a logging framework that Java developers worldwide use
in their applications. In December 2021, a critical exploit was dis‐
covered that allows remote code execution in Log4j versions below
2.15.0.
Log4j lets you use a URL to specify custom code to format log
messages. Unfortunately, this opens the door to custom code that
does much more. By inserting a URL that points to malicious code,
a threat actor gives that code the ability to run in the same context
as the application, with the same access and privileges. This gives
the malicious code the potential to access data, remotely access login
shells, or take over servers for use in botnets, for example.

Colors and Faker Sabotage
The libraries “colors.js” and “faker.js” are popular dependencies for
applications built in the npm framework. In January 2022, both
these libraries were intentionally sabotaged by Marak Squires, the
developer who built them. Squires published corrupted versions of
both libraries to GitHub and npm.
This represents something beyond the normal way of thinking
about threats and vulnerabilities. Because the threat actor in this
case is the developer himself, code scanning and vulnerability detec‐
tion tools would be no help. The only solution for a software team
that relies on one of these libraries is to be able to manage all pack‐
age dependencies and ensure that they are working from a known
good version.

Threats
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Other Security Considerations
Software supply chain security is crucial for companies that want
to protect themselves from financial loss, liability, and the exfiltra‐
tion of sensitive data. It’s also a matter of national and interna‐
tional importance. Security is important in the software that powers
the nation’s businesses, government agencies, and infrastructure.
Attackers who can gain access to monitoring and control software
that governs local water supplies or electrical grids, for example, can
shut down or control these utilities in acts of terrorism or extortion.
In the United States, the president issued an executive order to
begin creating federal standards for security of the software supply
chain. The Executive Order on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecur‐
ity orders the Department of Commerce and the National Telecom‐
munications and Information Administration to publish minimum
requirements for a software bill of materials (SBOM). The SBOM is
a record of the components and packages used in building software,
whether open source or commercial, intended to help software end
users to analyze vulnerabilities or issues with the licenses.
Other countries have their own requirements for software supply
chain visibility and security, and it’s likely that anyone involved in
the production of software will need to show that they have institu‐
ted practices to increase transparency and security in their CI/CD
pipelines.
The next chapter offers a few strategies for mitigating the risks of
security threats, ensuring the integrity of source code and the build
process.

14
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CHAPTER 3

Source and Build Integrity

The keys to mitigating threats and risks to the software supply
chain are maintaining the integrity of source code, packages, and
dependencies, and securing the build process from beginning to
end. As we’ve seen from the examples in the previous chapter, it’s
not enough to trust even the best-known third parties. Because any
part of the supply chain is vulnerable to attack, it’s necessary to
verify source code and packages, rather than trusting them, at every
step of the way:
• Scan source code as it’s committed to the repository, then again
during the build and packaging steps
• Isolate everything from third parties
• Implement your own single source of truth for all packages
• Pin dependencies to known good package versions
• Sign packages in your possession so you can verify their
authenticity
• Maintain visibility throughout the supply chain, all the way to
deployment
• Use tools that build security in by default
The most important factor in improving the integrity of the software
supply chain is security awareness on the part of the DevOps and
engineering teams who build the products. To incorporate security
into the development pipeline from beginning to end, these teams

15

need comprehensive visibility into all source code and processes,
including the provenance of all dependencies.
The following sections describe a few tools and concepts that are
instrumental when building a secure software supply chain.

Source Code Management
Source code management (SCM) tracks changes to source code,
providing a history of versions and how they differ, and helps mul‐
tiple contributors work together. By housing all the code in one
location, SCM facilitates communication among all stakeholders
while providing a single source of truth.
As software projects become more complex, with increasing num‐
bers of contributors and larger codebases, SCM becomes a necessary
tool for resolving conflicts, improving visibility, and providing an
audit trail. When bugs occur, SCM provides information that can
track down their origins so they can be fixed.
SCM provides another important function: by recording all changes
to the codebase, it makes detecting unauthorized or malicious
changes possible.

Software Bill of Materials (SBOM)
To manage software supply chain risk, it’s important to understand
the origin of all source code, dependencies, and packages involved
in the software supply chain. The SBOM, generated during the build
process, provides auditable evidence of all the dependencies in the
project. By tracking all the components used to create a software
product, the SBOM makes it possible to track down and respond to
defects or other problems with any component. The SBOM allows
developers to ensure that they are using the most up-to-date version
of any dependency, and to respond quickly to vulnerabilities by
applying updates or finding alternatives. For customers, the SBOM
enables vulnerability and license analysis, which can be helpful for
evaluating risk. Keeping the SBOM in the package repository makes
it easy to deliver it to customers, helping extend the chain of trust
beyond the end of the CI/CD pipeline.
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SLSA Framework
Partnering with the Open Source Security Foundation, Google
introduced Supply-chain Levels for Software Artifacts (SLSA), a
security framework designed to provide integrity throughout the
software supply chain. SLSA consists of security guidelines, in devel‐
opment through industry cooperation, that can be adopted incre‐
mentally to provide increasing levels of supply chain integrity to
ensure that software is developed securely. Each SLSA level provides
enforceable requirements and processes that increase the confidence
that a component can be securely traced back to its source. The goal
is to enable both engineers and customers to automatically verify the
integrity and validity of all artifacts, including dependencies, that go
into the production of a software product.

Provenance
Provenance means knowledge about where an artifact—a depend‐
ency, for example—has come from. Modern software relies on
increasing numbers of external packages and libraries from different
sources. It is both difficult and important to trace the origin of every
dependency all the way from its production to its incorporation
in application development. Some of the most popular packages
and libraries are very widely used, incorporated in the codebases
for large numbers of applications. A vulnerability or malware intro‐
duced into one of these components would have tremendous reach
and could do critical damage across entire industries.
Provenance includes the ability to verify the authenticity and integ‐
rity of any library or package through means such as a digital sig‐
nature from the correct private key. Establishing and maintaining
provenance about all the packages in the SBOM in one place is
important, because it provides an easily accessible single source of
truth for all dependencies used in the software supply chain. Making
provenance available via an API enables DevOps teams to automate
frequent provenance checks so that any tampering can be detected
quickly.
In some cases, legitimate packages can have vulnerabilities that are
exploited on a large scale. The Apache Log4j exploit is only one
example. Any application that relied on Log4j 2.15.0 or earlier was
vulnerable. In cases like these, it’s not enough to know that the
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dependency package is legitimate and unadulterated. It’s also neces‐
sary to know the version you’re using, and that it’s not one of the
versions affected by an exploitable vulnerability.

Isolation
Even with SCM, an SBOM, adherence to SLSA, and strict prove‐
nance, trouble can creep into the dependency chain. If digital sign‐
ing credentials or tools are hacked or leaked, packages can appear
legitimate when they’re not. And even if the packages themselves are
valid, a DDoS attack can take down a package repository, potentially
interrupting the ability to build for any teams that rely on those
components. Isolation is a technique that protects internal build
processes from threats or disruptions to upstream dependencies by
providing an internal, protective layer between these repositories
and the software development pipeline, as illustrated in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1. Package isolation from upstream external repositories
The main technique is to host your own internal versions of all the
package repositories you use in the build, but there are additional
steps that can make isolation even more effective:
1. Host two private repositories: one that you consider unsafe,
with upstream proxying and caching from a public repository
enabled, and the other vetted as safe, with proxying and caching
disabled.
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2. The “unsafe” repo pulls packages from upstream repositories.
Here, automated processes use an API to verify package check‐
sums and signatures, scan for vulnerabilities, and ensure that
the packages are legitimate and haven’t been tampered with.
While packages are in quarantine here, developers and produc‐
tion systems have no access to them.
3. Packages that are completely validated are promoted to the
“safe” repository, where they are available for use by develop‐
ment teams and the build and deployment processes.
Figure 3-1 shows how these steps help isolate the software devel‐
opment pipeline from potential threats that might come from
upstream external repositories.
Because the software development pipeline only connects to the
“vetted” repository and doesn’t rely on external repositories directly,
it is protected from attacks. If a DDoS causes an external package
repository outage, or if threat actors adulterate packages with mali‐
cious code, the software development pipeline continues to use safe
internally stored versions of the packages. As a side benefit, isolation
provides more granular control over the versions of packages that
are included in the build process, preventing version availability
problems or forced package upgrades.

Universality
To build secure software development pipelines, you need to pro‐
vide a single source of truth. That means storing and delivering
packages securely and efficiently across all package formats and
languages. This requires a universal repository, a cloud native tool
that provides universal package support, controls, and availability,
so that you don’t have to manage different collections of packages
separately. This repository stores not only the packages and libra‐
ries that represent dependencies to your software development, but
the packages and artifacts produced by your build processes and
deployments as well.
Hosting both dependencies and build output packages in a single
repository can make it possible to manage, distribute, secure, and
control all your packages with one UI, so that you can use central‐
ized permissions to limit package access to authorized clients and
users. Keeping everything in a single repository also makes it easier
Universality
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to integrate into DevOps processes, helping you automate security
throughout the development pipeline and respond more quickly to
any issues that emerge. Centralized access to details about package
usage, provenance, and validity also makes auditing, compliance,
and troubleshooting simpler.
The bottom line is that universality, like the other tools and techni‐
ques in this chapter, helps you understand, centralize, and automate
security from one end of the software supply chain to the other.
As a single source of truth, this system must also provide a safe,
sealed delivery pipeline that provides control and visibility over
everything that passes through it. By controlling everything that
enters the repository and everything that goes out, you can verify
that everything your software development pipeline consumes and
produces is valid and authentic.
One strategy is continuous packaging, a method of using these tools
together to create a central checkpoint that helps you manage the
complex relationships between the output of CI and the input to
CD.
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CHAPTER 4

Continuous Packaging

Continuous packaging is a checkpoint that all packages, images,
and artifacts used in and produced from your build processes and
deployments pass through so that you can manage them consis‐
tently. Continuous packaging provides security, control, and visibil‐
ity over all incoming and built assets.
Continuous packaging brings consistency and order to the steps
between CI and CD, minimizing or eliminating ad hoc processes,
bespoke scripts, unlogged manual procedures, and the use of libra‐
ries and packages without knowing their origins.

Continuous Packaging and CI/CD
The modern software development workflow is a DevOps pipeline
that uses CI/CD to manage software delivery at scale. With continu‐
ous packaging, the CI/CD pipeline falls into three major phases:
Continuous integration
Developers write code that is continuously scanned and integra‐
ted before being packaged and pushed to a universal package
repository.
Continuous packaging
All packages produced or consumed by the software sup‐
ply chain are scanned, verified, and isolated from untrusted
sources.
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Continuous delivery
Packages are promoted through a series of tests, then delivered
to customers where they can be deployed on customer or cloud
infrastructure.
CI tools take source code changes as they come in, resolving depen‐
dencies on other packages or libraries, and build artifacts to be
consumed by the CD tools. CI enforces consistency and automates
integration, helping reduce problems such as code that works only
on one particular developer’s computer.
Continuous packaging treats these assets as first-class traceable enti‐
ties in the supply chain’s bill of materials, making it possible to
track their origins and any changes along the way. All packages,
images, and other artifacts used or produced by the build process
pass through this checkpoint.
This means that continuous packaging tools must universally store
and deliver packages in many different formats, making them avail‐
able to development, staging, and production environments. During
testing, the goal is to make sure each package is the same across all
environments to ensure that they are tested consistently and com‐
prehensively. Figure 4-1 shows the phases of CI/CD with continuous
packaging.

Figure 4-1. Phases of CI/CD with continuous packaging
Continuous packaging helps with the challenges of dependency
resolution by reducing the number of potentially incompatible or
conflicting packages. As artifacts come in, their signatures are veri‐
fied and they are scanned for vulnerabilities and malware. These
processes reject bad packages, ensuring that the packages made
available in the repository are trustworthy. When software is ready
22
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for release, continuous packaging processes make it available in a
public or private universal repository that contains packages and
their metadata, information that helps identify and verify them.
Providing access to the gamut of packages through one centralized
store makes it simpler for clients to access them and helps normalize
access and performance. Everyone who accesses the store gets the
same experience, regardless of package type. Keeping all the differ‐
ent package types in a single repository also simplifies integration
with build processes and reduces the number of locations your team
needs to access reliably.

How Continuous Packaging Works
Continuous packaging establishes a trusted single source of truth for
assets of differing types by providing three important factors:
• Provenance
• Isolation
• Universality
The following sections provide detail about how continuous packag‐
ing approaches each of these areas.

Provenance
Provenance is the ability to prove that packages, images, containers,
and other artifacts are what they say they are, that they originate
from the correct source, and that they have not been falsified or
adulterated along the way. Provenance brings the auditability to
packaging that version control brings to cryptographically verifiable
source code commits.
The goal of provenance is an unbroken chain of traceability, all
the way back to the host machine that built the package. Package
metadata provides information such as the version, code contribu‐
tors, scan results, license information, and build environment. This
information is auditable, making it possible to integrate with other
security tools.
Automated continuous packaging processes use checksums, crypto‐
graphic signatures, and other metadata to verify the identity and
integrity of assets and establish that every package is genuine,
How Continuous Packaging Works
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signed, and matches the original. This helps keep software more
secure, reducing vulnerabilities and exploits that could affect the
code during the build process.
Not only does the chain of metadata help guarantee that packages
are genuine, it can also provide information to developers, manag‐
ers, and other stakeholders about how and why a feature or com‐
ponent came to be where it is. If a library or package version is
involved in an unusually large number of problems, the provenance
of the code in question can reveal how old it is, who has been
working on it recently, and which features or fixes it implements.

Isolation
Much of the software built in a CI/CD pipeline depends on external
packages, which can pose a security risk. Continuous packaging
reduces attack vectors by isolating the software development pipe‐
line from upstream package repositories, maintaining copies of the
external packages in the private universal repository so that devel‐
opers don’t access the external packages directly.
By caching packages from public upstream repositories and other
external sources, you can protect yourself from issues with package
availability, license changes, and emerging vulnerabilities. Package
isolation provides a quarantine area where you can ensure that your
code only accesses clean, known assets. One isolation approach is to
maintain two private repositories: an unsafe repository that caches
packages from a public upstream repository, and a safe repository
with upstream proxying and caching disabled.
When the unsafe repository pulls packages from the upstream
repository, continuous packaging automation uses a private repos‐
itory management API to obtain package checksums and signatures.
If the packages are genuine and pass vulnerability scans, they can
be promoted to the safe repository, ready for use by development
teams and for integration into the software build and deployment
processes.
Internal build processes and development teams never connect
directly to a public upstream repository. This closes off an important
attack vector and provides the additional benefit of version and
license control on all packages used by the software development
life cycle. When an upstream repository releases a package with an
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undesirable change, you can freeze the version in the internal safe
repository to prevent impact on the code in development.

Universality
To secure a DevOps pipeline, you must be able to manage packages
together consistently, regardless of their formats and languages. This
ensures transparency, visibility, and control across the entire inven‐
tory of assets. Continuous packaging provides a universal private
repository that handles the protocols for different types of packages
natively. The universal repository acts as a single source of truth,
making assets available to different teams and for different deploy‐
ments consistently from one place.
By ensuring that all packages pass through this single checkpoint,
continuous packaging controls both the ingress and egress of the
entire inventory, letting you see exactly what you’re consuming and
what you’re building.

Benefits and Costs of Continuous Packaging
At the core of continuous packaging is package management, which
is already present in nearly every software development pipeline.
This means that continuous packaging tools for control, visibility,
analytics, and accelerated delivery rest on package management
foundations you already have in place.

Benefits of Continuous Packaging
Continuous packaging adds security, control, visibility, and perfor‐
mance to the management of software packages, whether they are
external dependencies, build artifacts, or deployable releases. By
managing packages of all types in a single repository, continuous
packaging gives you visibility into all assets, helping reduce redun‐
dancy and discrepancies between package versions.
Isolating the repository from its upstream sources helps prevent vul‐
nerabilities and attacks by providing an opportunity to test and scan
incoming packages before making them available to developers and
to the software build pipeline. Automatic scanning, checksums, and
signatures ensure that the packages are genuine and unadulterated
before you promote them through your development and testing
environments or deploy them to production.
Benefits and Costs of Continuous Packaging
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You can limit access to specific authorized clients and users inside
or outside the company, without sharing packages to the world.
Providing a single source of truth also reduces the complexity of
the interaction between the CI and CD parts of the software supply
chain. Maintaining fewer versions simplifies dependency resolution
by constraining choice, thereby helping alleviate problems such as
package conflicts or mutually incompatible versions.
The ability to keep specific versions of all packages in a single
universal repository helps teams collaborate more easily and with
less confusion. At the same time, because the repository handles
the package management protocol for each asset type, it still works
as expected with your existing package management tooling. This
means you can combine packages of different types in any way that
makes sense for the team.
You can use the same repository to distribute software to customers
in different formats as well, which makes the publishing process
simpler.
Caching packages at the edge gives development teams all over the
world an optimal experience with low latency, without giving up
control. Today, teams of developers distributed around the world
must work together remotely. Every person needs to be able to
communicate, collaborate, and work in the same environment in
real time. Package management protocols exchange high volumes
of metadata and other information, requiring the minimization of
latency and network transmission time where possible. Requiring
centralized access via a corporate LAN or a specific cloud region
would create a bottleneck for globally dispersed teams through
increased latency or high network load on specific servers.
Implementing continuous packaging as a method of managing
packages globally can help mitigate these challenges by providing
every team member with the same experience while distributing the
load geographically. A single central repository with vetted, scanned
packages becomes the center of a package delivery network that
caches copies of all artifacts at edge servers located near each team.
This delivery network is similar to a standard content delivery
network, but built specifically for software assets. The central reposi‐
tory and all edge caches are context aware and understand the pack‐
age management protocols necessary for all the different package
types. The edge handles authentication for private packages directly,
26
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further reducing the burden on the central repository. Bringing the
packages closer to distributed teams helps ensure low latency for
everyone as they collaborate on large software projects, no matter
where in the world they’re located.

Costs of Continuous Packaging
The additional costs of continuous packaging are similar to the
tooling costs for CI.
Mainly, you’ll need a place to host a universal package repository,
preferably as a service so that you don’t have to take on management
tasks. If you aren’t already using CI/CD as the foundation of your
software development process, you’ll need to build some additional
infrastructure to support a DevOps pipeline. You’ll need a CI server
that can monitor your code in source control, running automated
tests on every new commit. The team will need to write automated
tests for every feature or bug fix. Developers will need to get in the
habit of merging their changes at least once a day, more often if
possible.
By managing the complexity between the CI and CD parts of the
DevOps development pipeline, continuous packaging helps provide
security to the software supply chain through source and build
integrity.

Conclusion
As software development becomes increasingly distributed, with
geographically dispersed teams building independent components,
application architecture will rely on increasingly complex supply
chains. Because this complexity introduces opportunities for risk,
sophisticated techniques will be required to ensure that supply
chains remain secure and reliable.
Software supply chain security is crucial for companies that want to
protect themselves from financial loss, liability, and the exfiltration
of sensitive data. It’s also a matter of national and international
importance. To mitigate threats and risks to the software supply
chain, maintaining the integrity of source code, packages, and
dependencies is key. Nearly every point on the software supply chain
is susceptible to attack, from dependencies through deployment.
Because even the best-known third parties can be vulnerable to
Conclusion
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attack, verifying source code and packages, rather than trusting
them, is necessary at every step of the way.
Cloud native architecture is the platform that supports the horizon‐
tally scalable applications that have become an indispensable part
of the world economy. Microservices as a development model make
the CI/CD software pipeline practical, decoupling the work of dif‐
ferent teams so that application development is faster and more
robust. Service meshes help manage growing numbers of independ‐
ent microservices, relying on orchestrated containers for elastic,
self-healing infrastructure. RESTful APIs throughout the pipeline
make it possible to automate important security, packaging, testing,
and development tasks consistently. But the cloud native software
supply chain is not without its challenges.
Like any other supply chain, software development pipelines can
be vulnerable to flaws, mistakes, or threats. Often, the majority of
an application comprises open source or proprietary libraries or
packages that are themselves the output from another supply chain.
These interdependencies open up possibilities for numerous effec‐
tive attack vectors. Between the CI and CD steps, there are many
assets in a many-to-many relationship with each other. There have
traditionally been few tools for managing packages at this point in
the supply chain. To build secure software development pipelines
with a DevOps approach, you must be able to manage, store, and
deliver packages securely and efficiently across all package formats
and languages.
Continuous packaging provides security, control, and visibility over
all incoming and built assets in the form of a checkpoint that all
packages, images, and artifacts used in and produced from your
build processes and deployments pass through. In this way, contin‐
uous packaging brings consistency and order to the steps between
CI and CD, minimizing or eliminating ad hoc processes, one-off
scripts, unlogged manual procedures, and the use of libraries and
packages without knowing their origins. By ensuring that all pack‐
ages pass through this single checkpoint, continuous packaging con‐
trols both the ingress and egress of the entire inventory, letting you
see exactly what you’re consuming and what you’re building.
Continuous packaging adds security, control, visibility, and perfor‐
mance to the management of software packages, whether they are
external dependencies, build artifacts, or deployable releases. By
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managing packages of all types in a single repository, continuous
packaging gives you visibility into all assets, helping reduce redun‐
dancy and discrepancies between package versions. Most impor‐
tantly, continuous packaging provides a single source of truth for
packages, containers, and other assets consumed by the develop‐
ment process, isolating the supply chain from upstream sources and
giving organizations control.
As software architecture continues to evolve toward faster delivery,
further complexity will ensue. Most applications already rely on tens
or hundreds of libraries, each of which introduces possible vulnera‐
bilities and attack surfaces. Continuous packaging helps bring new
ways to ensure the reliability and security of the software supply
chain through provenance, isolation, and universal package man‐
agement, helping accelerate application development safely.
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